
授 课 教 师 ：  
上 海 市 七 宝 中 学  许 入 月  

《 高 中 英 语 》 ( 上 外 版 )
选 择 性 必 修 第 二 册 第 三 单 元
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《 高 中 英 语 》 ( 上 外 版 )
选 择 性 必 修 第 X 册 第 X 单 元

课时 授课内容

1 Getting Started/ Reading A

1 Reading A/ Vocabulary Focus 
1 Reading A/ Grammar in Use 

1.5 Listening, Viewing and Speaking
1 Reading B

0.5 Critical Thinking 

1 Writing 

1 Further Exploration/ Self-assessment 

单元封面
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学习目标 Learning Objectives： 
At the end of the lesson, you will be able to ... 

2. 能通过小组合作与同伴互评完成一则名人慈善故事的写作与分享；
write and share a narrative about charity work of one celebrity in ancient 
China through narrative writing, story sharing and peer assessment;     

1. 能通过配对和信息收集了解中国古代名人慈善故事的大致内容与细节;
grasp the main idea and explore details of stories about charity work of celebrities in 
ancient China through matching and information gathering;

3. 能通过小组讨论与表格填写比较古代与当下慈善传统，从
不同角度学习与总结慈善智慧与慈善精神；
compare charity traditions of past and present and summarize the 
wisdom and spirit of charity work from different perspectives 
through group discussion and chart filling.   
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Further Exploration

Exploring charity traditions of ancient China

上海市七宝中学 许入月
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Warm-up

According to her charity work, who is she?

Ø a nun devoting herself to fighting against 

poverty in the slums

Ø the founder of “The Missionaries of Charity”

Ø the winner of the Noble Peace Prize in 1979

Mother Teresa
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Warm-up

According to his charity work, who is he?

Ø an American businessman

Ø a co-founder of a charity aiming at 

promoting health and education

Ø the supporter of 13 charities

Ø an all-out donator of $58 billion in 2008

Bill Gates
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Warm-up

According to her charity work, who is she?

Ø a Chinese female singer

Ø a sponsor and adopter of adopted 

children

Ø the founder of a charity foundation 

aiming at providing medical and 

educational aids

Han Hong
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Matching

There are many stories about charity work of celebrities in ancient China. 
Match the people with their stories of generous giving.

Fan Li (the Spring and Autumn Period)

Fan Zhongyan (the Song Dynasty)

Zhang Zhongjing (the Han Dynasty)

Liu Zai (the Song Dynasty)

Li Wu (the Ming Dynasty)

• offered free food to the poor and hungry.
• gave all his fortune to the poor three 

times in his life.
• donated his own house to make it a 

school.
• offered free sugar to the people in need 

to help them fight a plague.
• made dumplings (jiaozi) to help heal the 

frostbitten ears of poor people.
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Information Gathering

Name Time Place Organization
Motivation
/ Purpose

Charity 
Work

Lessons I 
Learned

Other 
Information

Fan Li        

Fan 
Zhongyan

       

Zhang 
Zhongjing

       

Liu Zai        
Li Wu        

What else do you know about the five stories?
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charity 
work

Lessons I 
Learned

Other 
Information

motivation/
purpose

donate all his 
fortune three times

help the poor/ prevent his 
offspring from wasting money spirit of giving

the policy of controlling the 
price of crops by the government

Fan Li (the Spring and Autumn Period)
Place: Yue/ Qi/ Tao     Organization: /  
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charity 
work

Lessons I 
Learned

Other 
Information

motivation/
purpose

donate his own house 
to make it a school

educate clan in his family
spirit of giving and 
educating people

free fields/ charitable 
foundations for the clan

Fan Zhongyan (the Song Dynasty)
Place: Wu       Organization: free school  
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charity 
work

Lessons I 
Learned

Other 
Information

motivation/
purpose

make dumplings

heal the frostbitten of the poor
spirit of giving/

wisdom of healing others

free medical treatment for the poor

Zhang Zhongjing (the Han Dynasty)
Place: Nanyang       Organization: /
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charity 
work

Lessons I 
Learned

Other 
Information

motivation/
purpose

offer free food to the 
poor and the hungry

to help the poor and hungry spirit of giving

donate money to build 
bridges and roads

Liu Zai (the Song Dynasty)

Place: Gaochun       Organization: stalls of giving porridge 
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charity 
work

Lessons I 
Learned

Other 
Information

motivation/
purpose

offer free sugar to the poor

to help the poor fight a plague spirit of giving

donate money to 
improve infrastructure

Li Wu (the Ming Dynasty)

Place: Yin       Organization: /
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Narrative Writing

Choose one celebrity’s 
story and write a narrative 
with your group members.
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charity 
work

Lessons I 
Learned

Other 
Information

motivation/
purpose

donate all his 
fortune three times

help the poor/ prevent his 
offspring from wasting money spirit of giving

the policy of controlling the 
price of crops by the government

Fan Li (the Spring and Autumn Period)
Place: Yue/ Qi/ Tao     Organization: /  
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Narrative Writing
Sample: Fan Li’s story

Fan Li was a famous politician, strategist and businessman during the Spring and 
Autumn Period. As a politician in Yue, he assisted the King of Yue wholeheartedly and put 
forward the policy of controlling the price of crops by the government to save the famine and 
relieve poverty. To avoid the worsening political situation, he resigned and started business, 
giving all his fortune rewarded by the king to the poor. Having been engaged in the 
agriculture and business by the sea for years in Qi, he accumulated a great fortune and 
always helped the poor villagers. Before leaving for Tao, he donated all his fortune to the 
villagers and did business successfully there. However, he didn't leave money behind for his 
offspring to prevent extravagantly spending. He used all his money to build up 
infrastructure to benefit people. Fan’s charity work demonstrates the spirit of giving and 
selfless caring for people’s livelihood.
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Further Thinking

Read additional materials and compare  charity traditions of the past and present.

perspectives past present
donator   

receiver   

donation/ service   

motivation/ purpose   
positive effects   
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Further Thinking
Comparing Charity Traditions of Past and Present
perspectives past present

donator   

receiver   

donation/ 
service   

motivation/ 
purpose   

positive 
effects   

the rich/ people in high social class all the people involved in charity

the poor or the sick the poor or the sick 

money or food money, idle items or 
various kinds of help  

to help people in need to help people in need, 
to show kindness

the spirit of giving and 
wisdom of helping others 

the spirit of giving and a 
sense of fulfillment 
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Assignments

1. Write a narrative about charity 

work of one celebrity in ancient 

China (around 150 words).

2. Display the story in the form of 

video/ poster/ play/etc. (group work).
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T h a n k  y o u ！
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